
The tributes are still 
coming in for a Radio 

Old Timer -
Astronomy legend -

pioneer of Radio 
Astronomy & the 

accepted inventer of the 
Parabolic Dish. 
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Editorial - Have you lined yourself up for a great training 

weekend by participation in the John Moyle? 

Radio and Communicat ions News - Bushfire Season 

touches Amateur Radio as does Space Flight Risks 

DX-Diary Jack Haden fills the gap for those who have 

been asking for more on AR D X 

Here's an email with distinction - Read this one and ask 

whether your club is doing it's best on memberships. 

14 Moffat's Madhouse - Tom farewells an old mate, and tells 

us about a true Aussie by choice! 

Here's some ideas for your club to consider. Graham Kemp 

VK4BB (Baker Baker) from QNews has the Clues! 

Where's Thomas King been? He's been to mysterious 

China where to look at their Electronics Industry. 

24 Tom Sundstrom's back with some news from the USA and 

Apple Computer's challenge to old technology. 

26 News from the Far North of Queensland, Torres Islands 

await those who dare! 

An Alternative solution to the Camp Generator. Let Bosch 

light up your campsight! 

There's no noise like bad noise! We review the Noise 

Eliminating Speakers from BHI of England. 

36 Technically Speaking # 1 0 

the GR5V 

Ron Bertrand straightens out 

40 Here's a present we meant to give you for Christmas, but 

were you naughty or...! 

42 Load the Tri-bander Beam on 40m -eh, no, not the ele-

ments but the boom! 

45 The Worldwide Radio and Television Handbook gets a 

three page going over by an approving Bob Padula 

49 How good are your favourite connectors? The classic UHF 

connector gets a physical. 

Jack Haden covers the world again on 27MHx DX. Whos 

working who and when? 

As a backup, Jack Haden returns to report on International 

D X conditions for the 6m band. 

Belden Low Loss Coaxial Cables compared and reviewed. 

We test four cable types against their specifications. 

64 Feedback - Readers feedback and suggestions... Sometimes 

you eat the bear - sometimes the bear eat you! 

66 Broadcast Monitor - Bob Padula reports on the Broadcast 

world -will Germany lose OS programs? 

A Quad Folded Dipole - How does this low real-estate 

solution compare to the dipole? 

The Radio and Communications Crossword Puzzle gets 

bigger and perhaps harder! How did the last one go? 

76 Ionospheric Prediction Services present the propagation 

charts for November. 

78 Radio and Communications Reader's Classifieds are open 

to all readers not just subscribers. 

80 The Tale End - A tongue in cheek look at Wheels and 

Computers. CPAs should not read this! 

Mow That's a 
Cable! 


